
1987 

 

▪ New Yorkers form ACT UP to protest the $10,000 per year cost of AZT. 

    It adopts the motto "SILENCE=DEATH.“ 

▪ The U.S. forbids immigration by people with HIV, a policy reversed in 2010 by 

    President Obama. 
▪ L’AIDS: ce l’ha chi se lo va a cercare (Donat-Cattin) 

 

 



1988 

 

▪ Protests by ACT UP shut down the FDA. Within a week, the FDA begins a 

"fast-track" policy allowing public access to lifesaving drugs still in clinical 

trials. 

▪ People observe the first World AIDS Day on Dec. 1. 



1991 





1991-1992 

 

▪ The red ribbon becomes a symbol of AIDS awareness. 

▪ Athlete Magic Johnson announces he is HIV positive. 

▪ Queen lead singer Freddie Mercury dies of AIDS. 

▪ The FDA licenses the first rapid HIV test. 



1993 

 

▪ ACT UP and retailer Benetton put a giant condom on the Place de la Concorde in 

Paris. 

 





1990 - Italy 



a 



National AIDS research funding in Italy by 

year (million €) 



Italian observational studies on HIV 

 

♦ Penta Foundation – Pediatric network 

 

♦ ICONA Foundation – HIV adult naive 

 

♦ MaSTER – HIV adult 

 

♦ ARCA – resistance network 

 

♦ CISAI – network toxicities 









MISI FOUNDATION MaSTER Cohort: managemenStandardized 
of Antiretroviral Therapy 

• April 1997 start up 

• 8 clinical centres across italy 

• 25690 enrolled patients 

Cohere  

www.Misi.it 

www.mastercohert.it  

http://www.misi.it/
http://www.misi.it/
http://www.misi.it/
http://www.misi.it/
http://www.mastercohert.it/


Ma.S.T.E.R. papers and posters in international journals and conferences 
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1996-1997 

 

A treatment breakthrough: The AIDS drug cocktail -- highly active anti-retroviral 

therapy or HAART -- can cut the HIV viral load to almost invisible levels. Hope 

surges when AIDS researcher David Ho, MD, suggests treatment may eliminate 

HIV from the body. He's wrong -- it's later found that HIV can hide in cells -- but 

U.S. AIDS deaths decline by more than 40%  



1998-2000 

 

Awareness grows that HAART has serious side effects. Treatment failures 

highlight the need for newer, more powerful drugs. The FDA later approves new 

classes of drugs that make HIV treatment safer, easier, and more effective. But the 

drugs do not cure AIDS. 


